GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS

Top Mount Base Shoe
Hidden Base Channel
Curved Base Shoe

Minimalism, Safeness, Elegance and Luminosity
IMPERIA GLASS RAILING is a complete balcony railing system, which aims to cross the barrier of conventional rails, giving the projects a fresh style.

It stands out for its modern design, robustness and safeness.

The system was designed for balconies, where it is sought to impact with pure lines and provide the user a clear landscape vision.

It also offers the possibility of transforming it into a lighting system, which allows regulation of colors and light intensity.
MORE SAFETY: glasses 500% stronger and 100 times more rigid than traditional laminates.

GREATER VISUAL FIELD: 20% higher than that obtained with conventional guardrail systems.

RAPID INSTALLATION: 4 times easier and faster than a traditional railing. Videos and manuals are provided "step by step" of the entire installation process.

COMPLETE SYSTEMS: Aluwind provides complete kits with everything necessary for the installation of the railing, and a wide variety of accessories for all its systems.

ZERO MAINTENANCE: unalterable materials with the passage of time (aluminum, glass and stainless steel).
Transforming your glass rail into a lighting system
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